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TOGGERY
that tempers temperature!
For the chap who is prone to swelter on a hot day—or look his best
with his best girl on a warm night—be the sport in the crowd, attired
in clothes that imply his carefree inhibitions—Raab recommends the
following All-Star lineup of stylish, sensible, and economical fashions

for summer and sportswear—constructed to keep you cool and priced
so you can spend the difference on having fun!
WRINKLEPROOF TROPICAL WORSTEDB............ $15 50
GENUINE CELANESE SUITG.............cccssccsssssssevscsereees 15 50
GENUINE KAH-LUA CLOTH SUITS............ccccee 15.
SPORT COATS FOR ENSEMBLE WEAR................ 10 00
SPORT SLACKS. ...csccccccsccescsscesossscocteesestscevunenooes $3.95 to 6
SANFORIZED WASHABLE SLACKG.........:cccseesee 1 95

RAAB

MAKERS OF FINE CLOTHES SINCE 1903
38 NORTH MAIN STREET

1878

LAUNDRY AND
HOSPITAL SUPPLIES

Incorporated
1900

@#
4

Established

3RD NATIONAL BUILDING

SOAP, SODA, STARCH,
BLUEING, PADDING
Various kinds of Cotton and
Wood Materials, Etc.
Established Forty Years Ago

THE M. HOMMEL WINE COMPANY
SANDUSKY, OHIO

CHAMPAGNES AND SPARKLING BURGUNDYS

The FANSHER Bros. Co.

Guaranteed Naturally Fermented in the Bottle
A FULL LINE OF SWEET AND DRY WINES
The Most Complete List of Rare Varieties in America. Sold Everywhere.

-

The Reynolds &
Reynolds Co.

a
<«

+

ARCHIE SHERER COMPANY

General Office

DAYTON, OHIO
Color and Commercial

OFFICE FURNITURE - WOOD & STEEL

Lithographers
Envelope Manufacturers

SAFES - STEEL SHELVING - LOCKERS
Filing Supplies and Desk Lamps

q

+

+

i.

s

KOORS “29”

Dr. C. J. Schneble, ’31

Always with the Boys

1116 S. Brown St.

CARL B. KOORS

FUlton 5642
Ly

*

Standard Accounting Systems

Phone FUlton 5371

b
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World’s Largest Manufacturers of
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Are We Foreigners?
@ By William P. O’Connor
This article was probably suggested to
the writer after his debating trip
through the South. He is searching for
those traits that characterize us as a
nation. Read the article to discover his
findings.

W HEN an American travels in Europe,

he recognizes the fact that in general
each country, no matter how small, possesses a
definite culture and nationalistic feeling. Ger-

mans are entirely distinct from Italians or
Frenchmen, in so far as it is possible for human
beings to be distinct.
In history, we learn that in the unification of
Germany literary figures as the Grimm brothers
endeavored by their writings to awaken the

conglomeration of German states and principalities to the fact that they had cultural and
national similarities and should be united as
one nation. Austria, on the other hand, com-

But what about America? Does she too
possess cultural unity and a nationalistic spirit?

Some on first thought would claim that she does
but if we analyze the problem we will possibly
find every culture in the world transplanted
in varying degrees to this cosmic melting pot,
known as the United States. Just visit any
large American city. Let’s say Chicago. Here
we have sections known as “Little Italy,”
“Bavarian Heaven,” “Pole Town,” ‘“‘Harlem,’
“Jew Town” and “Chinatown.” Foreign names
could be attached to other sections, for the city

is divided into innumerable settlements each
being a prototype of some foreign nation.
Foreign customs, languages, heroes, religious
festivals and national feelings make a visitor
to one of these sections wonder if he is still in
America. Yes, he is in America for that is

America. That is the way our great county is
composed. No wonder we constitute such a:
guillible waste-basket for the insidious propaganda that is thrown from across the seas. But

posed a heterogeneous rather than a homo-

there is a section of this country which is dis-

geneous state because
of this, solid political unity
was merely accomplished in the dynamic personality of the beloved emperor Franz Joseph.
Upon his death, the empire began to crumble
and in the treaty of St. Germain was divided
into many parts.

tinct and which does compose a national unity,

Each nation, therefore, is not merely a state
having certain definite boundaries and a particular type of government, but one possessing
a certain common coherent something which
anybody can recognize as a distinguishing

mark of that people. There are minority groups
in most states of central Europe but each group
can be placed in one of the great culture
categories.

namely the South.
In the early American history we learn that
the South was settled primarily by Englishmen
who engaged in agricultural pursuits. Tobacco
was the first great crop and later due to the
invention of the cotton gin by Eli Whitney, cot-

ton supplanted tobacco. Slavery proved a profitable institution in this section and Yankee

slave dealers found a ready market for their
black cargo. Later when the nation split on

political principles, the South championed the
Jeffersonian doctrine of States rights in the
person of its great statesman Calhoun. Finally
the United States showed that they were not so
Page three

united by flaring up in one of the most disastrous civil wars in the history of the world.
Many historians in an attempt to list the reasons

ten dollars to him approximates the Ford fortune. This certainly isn’t justice but the Southerner believes in making an example of every

and causes of this conflict claimed that the

Negro in order to stop the colored race from

nation split on two great issues, states rights
and slavery. To a certain extent it did but we
would hardly say that the fundamental cause
of the World War was the Sarejevo shooting.

asserting its numerical superiority and wresting
the control from their grasp. This is the same

The South and North went to war because their
economic, cultural and national principles were
incompatible. Perhaps the best proof of this
statement is an analysis of the South after the
war. To this day it has not revived from the
mortal blow although it is making valiant
efforts. The poverty and misery of the South is
very evident to the traveler even though he
only gets a passing glance. This blow has not
been forgotten by the South and to this day it
thinks of the North with antipathy. The feeling
has been passed down from generation to gen-

reason for the election rules and such weapons.
The South is united on this stand toward the
Negro and this along with other common traits
demonstrates that nationalistic feeling and

unity which is so lacking in the rest of the
United States.

Republicans are as scarce down South as
money in a student’s pocket after a Junior
Prom. The Republicans aren’t even considered

a political party for either you’re a Democrat
or don’t vote. Their only primary day is their
election day and only recently Florida had to
change its law in order to avoid the removal

eration and how long this will continue it is hard
to predict.

of the Republican name from its ballots. Florida
had a law that if a political party did not poll

One of the biggest problems that confronts

a certain percentage of the vote it could not
nominate candidates under its banner. In the

the Southern people is the Negro. After the
war, the Negro was foisted upon the South by
his Northern emancipator without any thought

to the serious problem that he would create.
Here was an individual who all his life had
been a slave and now was free. Yes, free to go

where he liked and to do what he liked but
with no place to go and nothing to do. The

North expected the South to assimilate as an
equal a race of people who previous to this
time had been considered as mere chattel. Aside

from the ethical aspect of the question, it is
preposterous to even entertain such an idea.
And, if you get to know the Southern attitude
toward the Negro, you will not only say it is
preposterous but downright insane. A happening in a Southern rural court of justice shows
the exact standing of the colored race in the
sunny South. An old Negro had been apprehended by an officer on the charge of stealing
chickens. Upon appearing at court he was
questioned by the country judge in the following manner:

“Rastus, did you steal those chickens? You
know damn well you stole those chickens. Ten

dollars fine.”
The darkey spent the next week in jail for
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last national election the G. O. P. missed the
required percentage.
Possibly the only thing fast about a Southerner is his temper and that’s as quick as
lightning. But in general, he makes an agree-

able companion and prides himself in his superhospitality. Southerners walk alike, talk alike
and think alike. They are Democrats, know
lynching is wrong but will defend it, and refer

to a Northerner as a damn Yankee but still
treat him hospitably.
The Southerner calls himself an American
but down deep in his heart he knows that he is
a Southerner. But, what is an American? Is he
a Northerner? But what is a Northerner? Generally, he refers to himself as a German, Irishman, Pole, Jew or some other nationality. Possibly the term Southerner and American should
be identified for at least the Southerner possesses a certain national and cultural trait
which has not been borrowed from a foreign

country, and possesses perhaps the only culture
and national spirit that can be considered in-

digenous to the American soil.
Maybe we are foreigners!

Depression versus Recovery
®@ By David F. Israel
The business manager of the Exponent
gives us his reflections on the current
business recession and compares it to
the serious depression of several months
ago.

T

stock market has often been referred

to as the Oracle of Delphi and as the
mythical legend goes it is just as far wrong as
often as it is right. Exchanges throughout the
world are supposed to be reactionary only to
long trend moves, but this current erratic re-

action is merely a psychological scare which
developed momentum while in progress. Should
this speculation upon speculation be allowed to

continue and should business look to this one
indicator of prosperity or recession as a dominating factor we may find ourselves in a position similar to that of the dark days of 1929.
Naturally the most prevalant question now
is whether the recent fall of prices may pre-

cipitate a depression like the last. The answer
to this question must depend largely upon the
inherent weakness in the economic situation
due to other causes. Although a weakness in
the security market may indicate a forthcoming
depression other factors which are essentially
different from this time ten years ago, should
be corrective enough to stimulate business to
its former high levels.

Business in the past several months has
worked off a good deal of excess inventories
and has refrained from making new commitments because it anticipated lower commodity
price levels. Since the leading steel mills have

refused to lower their price, industry may now
resume its purchases at a more normal rate.
Up to August of 1937 (for the past twelve
months) production steadily increased in the
world as a whole. By the end of 1936 it had
exceeded the level of 1929 by about sixteen per
cent, but production per capita was below that

of 1929.
World trade has lagged behind, but not so
far behind as is usually suggested in estimates

fell below the mentioned level only by eighteen
per cent and in 1936 it had risen to within five
per cent of the average level. It rose even further after 1936, but as yet we do not have the
exact figures. In using these figures we must
take into consideration that population has
increased, thus increasing demands, and that
an armament race is the trend of foreign
nations.
On the other hand, nations have been plac-

ing themselves in a self-sufficient position so
as to favor home industry. International credit
has been at a low ebb, trade barriers have been
established, and constantly changing money
rates have been menaces to this lucrative
international trade. The credit structure of the
world has been greatly modified. International
obligations have been reduced by currency depreciation, by more or less accepted default
and by negotiated writing down. Domestic
public debt increased with great rapidity and
in some cases doubled ‘several times. This
naturally sent prices sky-rocketing to the point
where manufacturers were afraid to take orders
in foreign markets for future delivery.
Facts, as just summarized, reflect only a

cross-section of the economic situation. In themselves they do not reveal their true significance
or enable us to answer the question now in our
minds as to whether another great depression

is impending.
The most important factor in the last crisis
was accelerated by the Davis loan and similar
plans which loaned huge sums of money to
Germany in order to rebuild. They bought a
good portion of their products from this country thus giving us a very favorable balance of
trade. When they had finally rebuilt their
nation, they not only stopped buying, but
started flooding our markets with their products. This is one situation which we have
eliminated.
The first action to adjust the financial crisis

based upon gold prices. In comparison with

of 1931 was to devaluate currency. This only
further depressed the situation. Most countries

the basic five years (1921-1926) the average

are no longer linked at fixed ratios to gold;
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this eliminates the same inducement to attempts
at severe deflation. Almost all the unfavorable
features of the 1931 situation are absent. It
was more of a case of security prices having
risen too fast, were bound to retreat, and business having become accustomed to following
the indications of the markets on the up stream

collapse is, in part at least, based upon mistaken fears and false analogies. There is an

followed suit on the general softening. The
world as a whole has not recovered as quickly

rected in a comparatively short time a more
serious recession must be expected. The situa-

as the United States and this so-called recession
is merely a slackening up of domestic industry

tion is essentially and fundamentally different

to let the rest of the world catch up. This has
been true not only between different nations
but even between sectional boundaries and
even between industries in the same locality.
Factors that have brought about resumption
of business in foreign industry have been pri-

vate home construction and armaments. At the
time these methods were to be employed in this
country prices became so high that individuals
of average income were unable to build in the
face of high cost. It must also be remembered
that a sizeable sum of money spent in foreign
countries will keep industry going for some
time, while in this country mass production fills
the orders in little time, not to mention the
factor that labor absorbs a great amount in
cost.

Considering the situation as a whole, it would
thus seem to be most misleading to take tthe
experience of seven years ago as a guide to
what is happening now. The recent Wall Street

economic reality beneath this collopse in the
decline of the capita] industries. This decline
is due to special causes. If these can be removed, the general conditions are favorable

for a further expansion. If they cannot be cor-

from that of 1929 and no depression like the
last one should be expected.

There are many factors which we have not
even touched on that we would have to consider
if we were taking a longer view point. We
would have to look to the possibility of an international arms race. We would even have to
take into consideration the possibilities of war.
Unforseen events of these kinds would disrupt
our financial policies and our industrial equalibrium. These factors are all too vast to cover in
so short a report and thus we are concerned

with the immediate future.
I personally feel that we can look forward
to the next three years as being bigger years
as far as profits are concerned than the last
three years have been. The stage is set for a

prosperity that we have never known before.
The United States as an industrial nation will
be the first to take advantage of the new upturn in business and will lead the way for world

prosperity.

CAMPUS IN THE RAIN
The coaxing showers of April fall
Upon the campus slopes;
The gray old vines on chapel wall,

The tiny flowerets, maples tall,
Dwarf cherry trees—all hear the springtime call
That brings our hearts new hopes.

Swift raindrops splash into the pool
To call the gold fish out;
Mid purple-patches, lavenders cool,
Mid iris and lilacs, silken as tulle,

Mid tulips and crocuses—bound by no rule,
Showers scatter spring gems about.

—IVAN SHAFER.
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The Eternal City
@ By Marguerite M. Parrish
While visiting Rome last summer the
writer caught the spirit of the place and
she passes that same spirit on to the
reader in this delightful article.

sere

is no one who, while visiting glori-

ous Rome for the first time does not stop,
amazed at this wonder of the world. The road
leading to the city has changed little since the

days of the Caesars. Except for the railroads
which follow the sluggish Tiber river across
the hot, dusty valleys to the north of the
“Eternal City,” one might well fancy himself
living at the dawn of the second century when
the Roman empire was in its prime. “Eternal
City,’ no better name could be found, for we

might well say of Rome that its past, its present
and its future are one. Time rolls back in Rome
as in a book. We walk on the very same dust
as Caesar, and every step we take is on historical ground. Fallen Rome, the Rome which
ruled the world, is under us wherever we go.

Caesar’s palace, Peter’s prison—these are the
foundations of modern Rome, these are your
heritages if you visit this famous city.

Rome brings Caesar as near to us as a personal friend. We seem to be at his side as we

walk across the spot where his beautiful palace

stood. We stand in the very square where he
was stabbed by Brutus. We walk down into the
great Forum, and read Mark Anthony’s speech

in the place where he spoke and where he
burned his friend’s body before the people.
“Friends, Romans, countrymen, lend me your

ears; I come to bury Caesar, not to praise him.”

That is the human touch of Rome. That is the
Rome that lives on in the heart of a great
modern city which has a population of 850,000

people.
All travelers think first of the

Coliseum

which was completed by the Emperor Titus in
A.D. 80. Although two-thirds of the building
has been destroyed, the one-third which remains
is enough to give an excellent idea of the
original structure. It resembles a huge, circu-

lar football stadium, and is still four stories

high on one side. A thousand beasts were slain
in this massive arena to celebrate an emperor’

birthday, and how many human death cries

have gone up from this place nobody on earth
can possibly know!
Stroke by stroke men painstakingly excavated
—and slowly the city that used to be was
revealed to the gaze of mankind.
Broken
columns, parts of temples, ruined halls, lovely
fountains, broken statues, marble stairs and

arches of triumph—all stretching across the
vast space which begins at the Senator’s palace
andreaches to the arch of Titus, with the arch

of Constantine and the Coliseum in the background. It is bewildering to stand amid these
ruins, and try to picture what the place was
like once upon a time. Oh, why have not these
ruins been better preserved? Just think what
might have been!
And while pagan Rome lived in pomp and

splendor, Christian Rome hid among the dead.
How those pagans would have laughed, if somebody would have said to them, “those fools
living underground are building an Empire
greater than yours, one that will live on and
on.” Nero and Paul lived in Rome together—
Nero in a golden house, Paul in chains. Yet,
Nero’s empire is merely history and Paul’s
lives on. The Empire of Peter and Paul fills
not only Rome but the entire civilized world.

The power of the catacombs will continue to
the end of time, but it has been transferred to
the outside world for all to see and admire. The
real glory of Rome today is the tomb of the
fisherman Peter, whom Nero crucified!

St. Peter’s is the jewel of Rome. Nothing but
the sight of it can convey the sense of its great

beauty. Yet, this marvelous place is only part
of the greatest structure in the world—the
Vatican. It is as full of priceless treasures as

the sea is of water; it is the greatest palace
on the face of the earth, the wonder house of

the world. Here Raphael painted and Michelangelo chiseled for the greater part of their
long and glorious lives. Here are wonders which
existed long before the United States began.

In this marble forest are gathered together
the finest and most loved things of the past.
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In this home where the popes have lived for
fourteen hundred years there are thousands of
rooms, eight grand staircases, and twenty
courts. Treasure piled on treasure meets our
gaze as we walk through these great rooms.
The first maps of the world, Augustus, speaking to his soldiers; Demosthenes, as Athens

knew him, and the immortal figures left by
Raphael and Michelangelo—all these come before our gaze as we visit the seemingly endless
rooms.
And side by side with these ancient marvels

which books and books could not describe
stands modern Rome—less magnificent than

the old but proud and beautiful. One cannot
help but be impressed by Mussolini’s forum.
I never before saw such modern beauty. Modern Rome builds for the future just as ancient
Rome built for you and me. It’s not a real

forum in the old sense, but buildings that include swimming pools and well equipped gymnasiums, tennis courts, and a great stadium for
all kinds of athletics. And the statues and
landscaping around these buildings and fields
fairly take one’s breath away. The modern
metropolis is as surprising as the ancient city.
But it is thus everywhere in Rome—wonder
is in the air. Once you visit the “Eternal City”

there will come into your life something that
will never leave it until life ends, and you will
want to go back again and again to be an onlooker at the greatest pagent Time has ever
presented for mankind. The pendulum of time
does not swing in Rome—it stands still, and the
show goes on and on, century after century,
each age leaving the most magnificent of its
treasures for our admiration.

SPRING SONG
I would sing a song of springtime
Of flowers, birds and trees;
Of daffodils and columbine
And flower-laden breeze;
Of humming birds and bobolinks
And sunshine warm and fine—
But my song is interrupted
By old sluggard Winter Time.
I would sing a song of sunshine,
Of skies forever fair;
Of clover fields and hyacinths

Perfuming sweet the air;
Of skylarks upward winging
In skies of azure blue—
But oh, my song is hurried
And it doesn’t ring quite true!
For the skies are heavy laden
And the earth is cold and gray;
Old winter still abides with us,
And spring’s quite far away.
And still my mind is wandering
In summer’s golden rhyme,

While springtime is held captive
By stern old Winter Time.

—MARTHA JEAN WELHENER.
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A Baseball Rivalry
@ By Eugene Westendorf
You will laugh at this baseball fantasy
written by a freshman engineer and
athelete. Our national pastime is always
a favorite theme with American readers.

Assvauy. on the third Sunday in
August, the entire population of Smithville and Rosedale, two small towns in Iowa
about thirty miles apart, gather for their biggest event of the year, the baseball game

between the semi-pro teams of the respective
cities. Now these two cities each have a population of approximately one thousand, and on

this special day, everyone from the newest born
baby to old ‘‘Granpappy” Spears, who just
passed his ninety-second birthday, turns out
for the game, regardless of the weather conditions. Never in the history of the two teams’
meeting has a game been postponed because of
adverse weather conditions. This game is played
on schedule whether rain or shine.
If we were to glance back into the annals of
baseball, we would find countless humorous incidents have occurred. Willie Merkle’s wellknown “boner’’ would be classed as one and
the time that Ty Cobb, with his spikes flying
high, cut the pants completely off an opposing
second-baseman as he was attemptinga “‘steal,”’
would be another. Then too, the eccentric but
effective pitcher, Rube Marquardt, repeatedly
kept Philadelphia fans in an uproar with his
clever and absolutely funny antics. But never

in the history of baseball, has such humorous
incidents occurred regularly as they have in the
Rosedale and Smithville classics.
Way back in nineteen hundred and twelve,
when relations between these two teams opened
for the first time, the game was played in a
cow field. Truthfully, nearly a dozen cows had

to be driven off the field before the game could

following day. ‘‘With the score tied nothing to
nothing in the sixth inning, the game with
Smithville, which was being played in Jones’

cow pasture, had to be postponed because Bill
Moser, Rosedale left-fielder, slid into what he
thought was second-base.”
In nineteen hundred and thirty, the game

which by now had become a classic, entered the
last half of the eighteenth inning with the score
standing one to nothing because Smithville had

just pushed across their lone tally in the first
half of this eighteenth inning. It was getting
darker and darker and the rain, which started
earlier in the game, was getting heavier. Because of these conditions Smithville had just
scored when the center-fielder for Rosedale

could not locate a fly-ball that was hit in his
direction and fell safely to the ground. By the
time he retrieved the ball and whipped it into
the infield, the Smithville batter had completed
the sacks for a home-run. But now, Rosedale
had their chance when, after the first two batters were erased on easy outs, the next man got
on base by a walk. “Butch” Slaughter, burly
Rosedale catcher, who was easily the hardest
hitter on either team, was the next batter, and

as he cockily strolled to the plate, the Rosedale
rooters cheered madly. On the very first pitch
he swung mightily and connected. As the ball
ascended into heights, it disappeared because
of the darkness which by now had completely
covered the diamond.
The left-fielder for
Smithville, who always played his position
about a hundred feet deeper when ‘“‘Butch” was
“up,” turned and raced madly toward the distant fence. Everyone gave up all hope of victory, because no one, not even the speedy
Smithville left-fielder could see the ball. Sud-

denly the light from a huge flash of lightning
illuminated the entire out-field for a splitsecond, just enough time for the left-fielder to
see and to catch the ball as it was falling

begin. The game progressed in fine style until
the sixth inning, when the game had to be postponed because the Rosedale team had only
nine players on their squad and consequently
no substitutes. What happened to one of the

tain Smithville defeat into victory.

Rosedale players? Rather than tell you, Ill
repeat the first paragraph of the article regard-

“Butch” Slaughter again cracked out what he
thought would be a game-winning home-run.

ing the game, in the Rosedale Chronicle the

This time it came in one of the late innings

against the fence. This, of course, turned cer-

Then,

about

three

years

ago

this

same
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with two men aboard and the score tied. As
the ball was well on its way to clear the centerfield wall, a gigantic bird which had escaped
from a nearby zoo and had been circling around
the playing field all afternoon, calmly caught
the ball in his mamoth jaws. He immediately
flew directly back over the playing field and
dropped the ball as he passed over second-base.
The Smithville second-baseman alertly caught
the ball and the baffled umpire hesitatingly

to swing at bad pitches to make the count three
balls and two strikes. Realizing all this, the
Rosedale catcher struck upon an idea which
could either pull this game out of the fire or

waved “Butch” Slaughter out. After nearly a

to cover it up as he did so. Then the clever
catcher walked to the players’ bench and pre-

half hour of intense argument, the fans, who

numbered nearly three thousand, could no
longer be held back and they rushed onto the
playing field. The game ended right there, in a
free-for-all.

throw it automatically to the Smithville outfit.
He calmly walked out to the pitcher’s box and
held a conference with ‘“‘Lefty.”’ In detail, he

told the lanky pitcher how he should go
through all the motions of pitching on this next
climactic pitch but to hold on to the ball and

tending to get a quick drink, he slipped a loose
baseball in his pocket. He then resumed his
position behind the plate and the fans were
spellbound as they waited for the next final
pitch. ‘‘Lefty,” in his usual delivery, pretended

Truly these happenings were unusual in their

to ‘‘zoom” the ball plateward as per instruc-

own way, but when it comes to honest-to-goodness cleverness, the trick that the Rosedale
battery pulled just last year was tops. Going
into the last half of the ninth inning, “Lefty”
Newton, lanky Rosedale pitcher, had a mere
one to nothing lead to protect. The job of protecting this lead was doubly difficult due to
the rainy and dark conditions which seemed to
menace this game quite frequently. After the
first two men were out, either “Lefty” lost his
“stuff”? or the umpire lost his eye, because the
next three batters were walked in rotation.
By this time the field was unbelievingly dark,
and when “Lefty” cut loose his ‘‘fire-ball’ it
was almost impossible to see it. Then, too, it
seemed “Lefty” couldn’t locate the plate be-

tions. Just at the moment the ball should have
arrived, the foxy Rosedale catcher slammed
that extra ball which he now held in his bare
hand, into his huge glove as if he had just
received “Lefty’s” delivery.

cause on the next man he luckily got the batter

“Strike three,”’ the umpire cried out.
“You blind robber,” answered the angered

Smithville batter, “that ball was three feet
outside.”
Next year in case the reader is near Iowa
during the middle of August, he would do well
to witness this popular game because he may

be sure something that is fit for the proverbial
“book” will happen.

PANORMA
A leafy branch, a laughing brook,
Cool mosses in a shady nook,
Gay flowers, bright with rainbow hues,
Soft twilight shadows, morning dews,
A passing shower, a freshening breeze,
A sparkling starlit night—all these—
A snatch of birdsong, lilting gay,
Warm earth, green grass, bright sunlight—
May!

—PATRICIA SNAPP.
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Jack London, He-Man
® By Paul Wick
This article attempts an estimate of the
man and his work and his philosophy.
As a delving into a phase of American
literature you will find it very interesting.

survey. To some such brute force may seem
rather fantastic and impossible, though highly
interesting. On the other hand it may be con-

sidered as a fine example of Jack London’s
life; his creatures may be looked upon as liter-

P exnars the word “he-man’’ is not the
proper literary term with which to describe a man; neither does it sound particularly
appropriate as a description of his writing.
Nevertheless this word is, to my mind, the best
possible way to describe Jack London, the man,
and his writing as well. After reading of his
place in the world of literature, several of his
works, and some biography, I can find no more
suitable description, though I realize that my

choice may be questioned.
Jack London, to the ordinary and casual
reader, is merely a writer, mostly of interesting
and highly colored fiction. That is as far as he
is considered, and before I began delving into

his life and works, that too was my thought.
Some, it is true, do not even consider him as a

writer in the sense of one worthy of the name,
but calmly dismiss him from the realm of literature on the grounds that he is crude or barbarous, that this story structure is atrocious, and
for other similar reasons. I now feel certain,
however, that this is a thoroughly mistaken
idea. Jack London in the final analysis, is an
age, if you will pardon the term, and not a
mere individual; he is a permanent figure and

not a meteoric flash upon the literary horizon.
Such phraseology may give the impression that
I have absorbed very much of the London philos-

ophy and style, that I am describing in his wellknown “‘super-strong” language a “‘super-man.”
I fully realize the possibility as such, but I feel
quite sure that my opinion is correct, has been
thought out in a sane and impartial manner and
is a logical conclusion of the study of the man
and his works.

ary replicas of London himself. This latter conception is rather the way that I look upon the

problem.
Born in poverty and steeped in horrible vice
at an early age, London was an excellent
example of what we call the poor unfortunate,
the derelict, the individual who never did and
who never will have a chance in life. Nevertheless London did gain fame, fortune, and even
the applause of the literary world, and the

important point is that this was accomplished
by sheer determination and ability to fight his

way past all opposition. The actions, fights,
and the battles of which he writes are the true
product of his soul. They are Jack London, his
whole life, though colored by his imagination;
it is little wonder they are told in such a_
masterful way. It is true that London, in his
earlier life, lived in a rough world with rough
associates. This, however, is no just reason for
condemning the man and his art. He differed
essentially from these individuals with whom
he associated, and where he differed most was
in the unrest that withheld him from content
with any static condition.
London most assuredly wrote of realities, of
big and brutal realities, yet he can hardly be
termed a realist. His tales are of a rather
peculiar quality, insofar as it is evident that
they are hurriedly written; yet in a sense they
were not so. When one knows the man one
realizes that all his writing is essentially London, his dreams, his ideas, his experiences. He
was the central figure in his works, coupled
with the wild and vivid idealizations of himself
and his desires. To those who look upon his

To understand London’s books it is essentially
necessary to understand London the man. The
characters in his stories are indeed super-creatures who have gained fortune and position
almost solely through their very physical abil-

work as crude and bestial, upon the man himself

ity to fight through all opposition and to be-

In order to criticize his work we must still be

come almost literally the masters of all they

as a boor and a brute, one might reply that
perhaps he was a brute, but to use a popular
phrase, he was a “‘magnificent brute.”

(Continued on page fourteen)
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THE EDITOR’S SOAP BOX
(NOTE: Though my prepared address would fill
two pages easily, this is the last and senior issue, and
in order to provide more space for the final contributions of the 1938 graduates, I will present only
my concluding remarks.—(Ed.)
*

*

*

and therefore retreated to a safe distance, from
which point they could duck out of sight in
case I began hurling bombs. Alas, my friends
of the proletariat, my intentions are humanitarian, rather than homicidal. That mysterious
bundle in my coat yonder is but a little hatchet.

Little, but oh, so sharp! I have bent over the
. and before I leave you, fellow citizens,
let me repeat the two pressing needs for safeguarding the dangerously threatened virility of
the nation: first, you must wire your congressman in Washington to exert every parliamentary effort toward the supression of editorial

writers and others following equally sedentary
occupations. Secondly, you must demand the

lawmakers to pass a law providing for subsidization and propagation of bigger and better

ping-pong players. For upon the realization
of these two goals depends the continuance of
these United Mistakes as a first-class world
power. Action! We must have action now,

before it is too late!

WHILE ago, as I stepped upon the Soap

Box, and shed my coat in order to allow
full play for impassioned gestures when I got
worked up into a frenzy, I noticed that several
members of the sparse audience of roustabouts
and hangers-on seemed highly apprehensive
about an oblong package protruding from the
inside pocket of the discarded garment. Some,
mistaking my full beard and disheveled hair
for anarchistic symptoms, evidently feared the
package was an infernal machine of some sort,
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grindstone many long evenings during the past
eight months, until the blade has the keenness
of a razor. And today that hungry steel will
strike and thus earn the crown of immortality
in the mind of a long-suffering public. For
today the Soap Box regime of the 1937-38
Exponent gives up the ghost. My little hatchet

will make kindling wood of the rickety old
crate upon which I have strutted and stamped,
while emitting harangues on this, that and the
other thing. When my platform is reduced to a
few splinters and rusty nails, I shall consign
them to completely obliterated flames. I decided
in favor of cremation, because simple entombment would only cause archeologists of the
future to expend valuable energy in reconstructing a relic of a bygone era, and I would object
strenuously to having my Soap-Box reassembled
and subjected to profane stares through a glasstopped cabinet.

Pisa

issues are usually occasions for view-

ing the events of the past year in retrospect, serving them up again with hackneyed
remarks about the fleetness of time, and much
efferescing over the fact that another school
year has gone where previous ones have gone.

It is also customary to admonish readers not to
forget to read a good book now and then during
vacation. Some editors even apologize abjectly
for any criticism they may have made. If it has
editorially offended anyone since October, it
has not received any comment, a silence it

chooses to construe as approbation or indifference. In the latter case, the staff is at fault for
failing to produce a provocative magazine. But
we are not thaumaturges. Which leaves nothing
more to be said, except—auf wiedersehn.

A WORD FOR STUDENT
RECRUITMENT

efficient work of the recruitment committee
and the cooperation of the student body are the
causes for the boost in the enrollment figures.
What about this coming September? Will the

business recession bring about a slump in the
attendance at the University of Dayton? Of
course, we hope not. The recruitment committee
is very busy these closing days of school giving

talks and showing the film of the University
to the senior classes of neighboring and distant
high schools. Naturally this year, as in the past,
we need the support of the student body. That
we will have this support again there is not the
slightest doubt. Spirit and cooperation ran high
at the University of Dayton this year and per-

haps the climax of it was the splendid backing

The school year just coming to a close was a
real banner year for the University of Dayton

in many ways, but particularly from the angle
of enrollment. Dayton reached its highest enrollment during the year 1937-38, and it is the
desire of the administration and the faculty
that the enrollment for the coming school year
should be higher than the past year. The highly

the students gave the Monogram Club for the
musical comedy. When you return to your home
town in June look about for prospective college
students among the high school graduates that

you know and talk the University of Dayton
to them. Help us to surpass the enrollment of
this closing year. We know you will.

THE RECRUITMENT COMMITTEE.

A VOICE.
Every leaf on every tree bends lower to the
ground,
And every tree its head inclines in reverence
profound.

Upon them all and all of night beats down the
ancient rain,

Its patient rhythm broken by the frightened
wind’s refrain.
But hear, now, in the distance, the muffled din
of thunder;

And hear, as it draws closer, with hope and fear
and wonder
The voice of God in every clap, in every burst
and rumble
The word of Him rules the world ;—and let our
hearts be humble.

—KATHARINE ANGST.
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(Continued from page eleven)

mindful of London the man. His short stories

are in all probability his real work which will
endure. Here he was in his true element. The
action and exciting moments which his ex-

uberant and forceful nature required could be
dramatically and masterfully achieved in a
short episode. He was too impatient, too full
of the spirit of adventure and life to become
a great novelist. His novels tend to become a
mass of material, without unity and proper
structure due to this very fact. He certainly

possessed the narrative skill. Perhaps the most
alluring feature of all his work, the fact which
he uses to the best advantage is that of atmos-

phere. Many of his short stories have a marvelous quality of atmosphere, to the extent that
they possess epic quality. This, in spite of the

Although London is a fine example of a “heman” it is possible to see the sensitive side of

the man in spite of the hardness of his characters. In many of his works, especially the
novels, that sensitiveness and soulful beauty is
present, though
contained.

it

is

skillfully

and _ subtly

For those who perhaps may not agree that
London’s works are deserving of a permanent
place in literature the proof may be given.
Jack London is the voice of the very age in
which we live. He signified what may be called
the coming of the “‘brutal age,’’ with physical
force and sheer power governing the rule of

the world. It is difficult to deny that the present
era is not just such a period. He has foretold

fact that the characters are certainly not true

our spirit in words that are true and convincing

to life, is perhaps the outstanding reason for
London’s greatness.

even if they are coldly clear and blunt to the
point of savagery.

WEAPONS OR CHARMS?
Words are witches
subtle things
riding on riddles
spurning conventionalities.
Words are heartsongs
tender things
lost in fullfillment
leaving remembrances.

Words are steel points
stabbing things
potent in print
breeding animosities.
Strange, isn’t it
how one can
bewilder
and love
and hate
with
Letters?
—KAYE HEROLD.
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The Dayton Sewage
Disposal Plant
®@ By Robert L. Cotterman
This senior civil engineer makes his
farewell to the readers of the Exponent
with this discussion of the Dayton
sewage disposal system.

R ecorps concerning sewage disposal are
very interesting, and extend far back in
the history of the world. The first record of a
sewer was a Babylonian seal cylinder which
was discovered by Curt Merckel. Other explorations reveal that arched sewers were used in
Ninevah and Babylon as early as the 7th century before Christ. Many records are had of
early sewers in Jerusalem, Greece, and Rome,
but it is also known that there were few direct
connections from the houses, because requirements of public health were little recognized
and compulsory sanitation would have been
considered an invasion of the rights of the
individual. It is surprising to note that there
was little progress from the first century A.D.
up until 1842 when a new sewerage system
was built in a section of Hamburg, Germany,
that had burned down.
The disposal of the sewage of most cities
until recent years was carried out by the easiest
method possible with little regard for the unpleasant conditions produced at the place of

disposal. This was due largely to the fact that

the streams are in relatively satisfactory condition as far as appearance and odor are concerned. However, the dissolved oxygen content
is lower and the oxygen demand is higher than
would be the case if the streams had received
no pollution. In addition to this, the discharge
of Dayton was concentrated in a limited portion of the river and brought about local objec-

tionable conditions. As a result of the pollution,
litigation was started by affected property
owners, and the State Department of Health,
considering the conditions detrimental to public
health, issued an order to the City of Dayton
to take the necessary legal steps to correct the

evil. In compliance with this order, the present
disposal system was built.
When the sewage arrives at the treatment
plant it enters two forty foot diameter clarifier
tanks which were installed primarily for the
purpose of removing grease and oil from the
sewage. It is collected between two skimming
booms, one fastened adjacent the skimming

bay, the other being pushed around the tank
by hand. After the grease is collected between
the booms, it is taken off and is removed to a
dump pit for burial.
The grit and coarser solids which collect in

the bottom of the tanks are concentrated by

prior to 1880, the science of bacteriology was

Dorr clarifying mechanisms and pumped into

still in its infancy and the relation between
stream pollution and disease was but faintly

the grit channels where the heavy mineral mat-

understood.

ter is deposited and from which the organic
matter flows to the fine screens which have
one-eighth inch by two inch openings. These

At Dayton the Great Miami River is formed
by the junction of the Miami, Stillwater, and
Mad Rivers, and Wolf Creek. Upon the tributary watershed of 2525 square miles are numerous municipalities of various sizes with a total
population of 157,668 (1930 census).

the intention of removing only the coarser portion of the suspended solids, it being the intention to remove as little of the organic matter
in the detritus tank as practicable and yet

relatively coarse screens are provided with

prevent the accumulation of excessive scum in
the Imhoff tanks.

It is therefore evident that the waters of the
Miami River have received considerable pollution from sewage and industrial waste prior to
their arrival at Dayton. Natural processes of

purfication, however, have proceeded to such
an extent by the time Dayton is reached that

The screenings are pressed into a cake, the

cake is broken up and shoveled into the incinerator charger door. The incinerator is gas fired
with automatic temperature control, the temperature being about 1600 degrees Fahrenheit.
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Usually, the gas from the Imhoff tanks is used.
When this is not available natural gas from the
Dayton Power and Light Co. is used.
The sewage flows from the fine screens to
the Imhoff tanks. These tanks are designed to
remove the suspended solids from the sewage
and to digest these solids sufficiently to prevent

the escape of objectionable odors when the
solids are applied to the sludge drying beds and
to produce a sludge satisfactory in other
respects.
After the sludge leaves the Imhoff tanks, it
goes to the sludge beds. These beds are of
greenhouse construction and comprise an area
of 2.43 acres. There are eleven houses; nine of
these are divided into two beds each and two
houses have four beds each. The underdrainage
is carried to the main effluent conduit.

The only part of the original installation
which has not been described is the Administration Building which houses the laboratories,
clerks’ offices, drafting room, heater and fuel
room, a three-car garage, and the superintendents’s office.
Despite the fact that the engineers had designed the plant to be efficient in 1935, the
need for additional treatment was indicated
as early as 1930 due to the extreme drought

conditions. Early in 1936 the construction of a
trickling filter plant began. This type of secondary treatment was selected, first, because the

process would produce the desired degree of
purification; and second, both construction and
operation could be financed without increasing
the present sewer charges.
The trickling filter plant as designed called
for the construction of twenty filters, each one
hundred and sixty-five feet in diameter and
seven and one-half feet average depth; four
settling tanks for filter effluent, each eighty

feet in diameter and nine feet deep at the side
walls; and two
digestion tanks.

fifty

feet

diameter

sludge

One other detail which is of interest is the
manner in which the project was financed.
Dayton has a sewer rental ordinance which
authorizes the collection of money for sewerage
service. The amount which is collected from an

individual or a business establishment is based
on the water consumption as shown by the
water department records. There is a minimum,
however, of four dollars per year. Dayton did
not have money enough to build this addition,

but with the surplus built up by the sewer
rental law as a nucleus and with some additional help from the W.P.A., the project was
financed.

Eighty Thousand Miles
to College
@ By Vic Walling
Follow the writer on his trips in the
Fallen Arch on Route 25 north for four
years and you will realize what some
students do to get an education.

D URING the four years I have attended
the University of Dayton a conservative
estimate shows that I have commuted eighty

thousand miles. Perhaps it would have been
better to entitle this article, ‘2300 Times Across
the County Line,” but either way you look at it,
it’s a long way to school.

pursuit of higher learning immediately, under
a freshman cap. It’s remarkable how safe it is

to wear a freshman cap thirty miles from
Dayton.
Time passed uneventfully. Winter set in and
both trips were made in the darkness of early
morning or evening. One Sunday afternoon I
prepared to answer some chemistry questions
which were due the next day, and the Prof
(God bless him), had emphasized the need for

the assignment to be handed in on time. As you
suspect I had forgotten the questions. I called

one of my “city slicker’ friends on the teleWell, it all started back in the fall of 1934.
I enlisted at the University, and began my
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phone,

and

he

graciously

dictated

them.

It

didn’t bother me ‘“‘much” that the call cost

more than the Spring Swing, but when the
Prof extended the time on the assignment I
guessed why “green” and “freshman” were
often found so close together. I was beginning

to learn, but had no money to prove it.

occasion had to run the car on the battery after
the motor swamped and stopped, the water

being up to the floor boards. This must have
been the last straw for the Fallen Arch, for at
the end of that year Dad traded it in for a new

one.
The Sophomore year got off to a bad start
when all types of initiation and demonstrations
were rigidly banned. I realized that the good

molasses I’d brought from the wide open spaces
would never grace a curly head. Winter again
crept up on our daily trips and was at its height
when fate again dealt a blow below the belt.
Shortly after leaving home one morning, we
were carelessly rolling along the open road,
when the Fallen Arch began to smoke more
than usual. Within a mile I had it stopped and
upon investigation found that a lead from the

heater to the radiator was split and that the

“smoke” was steam formed as the radiator
christened the engine. A quick repair made

possible the return to the burg, where the
faulty tube was replaced and a new charge of
anti-freeze injected. Soon we were again Dayton bound and very much in earnest, since I
had an eight o’clock class. About thirty minutes
later I skidded the car into its usual berth,
grabbed my books and dashed up to the fourth
floor of St. Mary’s hall in nothing flat, but two
minutes late. Was the Prof glad to see me?
This is exactly what he said, “This is a ‘fine’
way to start the second semester.” Learning
marches on!

Came the Junior year, the prestige of an
upper classman, the importance of the Junior
Prom, the purchase of class rings and the
reception of comic Valentines. (We’re still
looking for that guy.) For the sake of variety
fall and winter passed serenely but spring
flowed in with much gusto. Many times we
drove through water a foot deep and on one

Already have advanced to the present year.
Although this winter was mild it created more
ice-surfaced roads than the first three combined. One morning after having driven on
such roads all the way to Dayton, I was coming up the home stretch, College Park Avenue,
when a truck suddenly appeared at the end
of the hood. The brakes had no effect so we
both tried to occupy the same space at the same

time. The new car was very accommodating
and pushed back its radiator, etc. to make more
room. I missed that eight o’clock class com-

pletely.
It seems that history does repeat itself for it
took the price of the Spring Swing plus that of
the Prom, Military Ball and Senior Farewell to
put that radiator back where it belonged.
After reading this article over I seem to
have painted a rather one-sided picture, in so
far as all incidents recorded present only the
mishaps of the trips. There were many amusing
and inexpensive experiences also. In all these
miles I had only four flat tires enroute to or
from school. One a year is not such a bad average, and only one minor accident, that mentioned above, mars the record of these 2300
trips.
It is my firm belief that this record results
from the combined efforts of St. Christopher

and my Mother, whose daily rosary for our safe
return has been so effective.
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Potpourri
PRACTICE TEACHING
In duration the shortest course in college, one
of the most difficult, feared by all students,
required of all seniors, and absolutely necessary
for graduation and certification, is practice
teaching. Successful completion of the course

son, that it is irrelevant, or that it will be

answered in a lesson to come. The best way to
quell the persistent questioner is to have him
look up the answer to his own question for the

next days lesson. This is practice teaching.

personality,

In conclusion one may say that the nine weeks
spent in practice teaching are a most difficult

knowledge of subject matter, and the impres-

time, and everyone is glad when it is all over.

depends

upon

natural

ability,

sion made upon the critic teacher.
There is little doubt that practice teaching

is difficult. Long hours must be spent in preparing lesson plans and grading papers. To add
to the difficulty, each day’s lesson must be
studied as though one were going to take a
test on the morrow. Teachers create new tasks
for the over-burdened apprentice by shifting
all kinds of responsibilities to his shoulders,
and students make life miserable by asking
foolish questions.
Student teaching hails the culmination of
four years of college, and it is the culmination
of one’s professional preparation. There are
two weeks of observation; then there are seven
weeks of actual teaching under supervision.
In some cases both the supervising teacher and
the principal are in the class room; at other
times there is no supervisor at all. On a few
days there is an animated recitation; on others
(the majority) the students just sit with no
interest at all in the procedure.
For some reason the supervising teacher
never seems to worry about a student’s college
work. She feels that her work must come first,
and of course the student always agrees with
her. After a person spends five or six hours
working out lesson plans, some of the early
enthusiasm for teaching is lost. Every once in
a while, the teacher asks the student to come
out to her home for a conference, and he always
consents. The grading of test papers or written
home work consumes several more hours. If
there is any time left in the evening, it is spent
in cramming the next days assignment. The

The time really does pass quickly when you are
so busy. It is a very important course because
so much depends upon its successful completion.

The most valuable result of the course is that
one loses nervousness and self-consciousness
and gains confidence in his ability to teach. The

course is so important that one can afford to
drop everything else while pursuing it. It is
really something to which all embryo teachers
should look forward.
—DWIGHT SHANNON,

WHAT PRICE DOPE?
Many drugs at first produce a stimulating
effect, like strong tea or coffee. Afterward they
become narcotic. Violent sickness and bodily
agony coupled with an intense mental craving
and a nervous restlessness that few can endure
very long are the usual symptoms found when
an addict fails to take the accustomed dose.
As the habit increases, so does the dose until
the poor wretch increasingly develops insomonia, decaying morale and mental power, and
emaciation until he dies.
Narcotic agents call cocaine the most dangerous of all dopes, because its initial stimulating
effects so often distorts the addict’s mind, leading him to commit murder, rape, or other hor-

rible crimes without a pang of remorse.
When the individual is so steeped in the
ugly habit, he will do anything to obtain the
drug. It constantly presses on his mind like a

teacher always studies harder than his students

huge weight that is getting heavier and heavier.

because he is afraid that his pupil might ask

The sole thought becomes morphine-morphine-

questions which he cannot answer. In such an

morphine until a break comes which is apt to

instance the teacher can reply that the question

result in mental derangement. Can you imagine

has already been answered in a previous les-

a craving that is verily five hundred times as
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potent as the craving of a cigarette smoker
when he is deprived of his cigarettes?

At last the cruel storm subsides a little as

The drug ultimately becomes the center of

the nerves that have run wild in their sudden
freedom from drugs begin to adjust themselves

his existence. It is a sort of obsession that has

to normal conditions. Then, since the patient

enslaved the individual in its powerful tentacles
so that he will literally bow down and succumb

hasn’t eaten for a week nor had a normal
appetite since first taking dope,, he usually
becomes ravenously hungry and eats like a
glutton. Thus passing from one extreme to
another, the nervous system eventually mends
its tortured cells, the wasted body takes on
flesh and a human being is restored to life, a
life of reality again.

to its every whim and desire. This point alone
makes it one of the worst known moral
wreckers of civilization.
When a drug addict is brought into custody,
he is destined to remain there for fifty-five
days. He is given no dope of any kind, and
being too ill to eat, is allowed to fight it out at
terrible odds. It is hell for a week—chills, fever,
craving, sweating, terrible nausea, and pains
that seem to sever his head from his backbone

and claw at his nerves until every vertebra,

Innumerable others are never cured of the
drug habit, and are released from its pernicious
effects only when their souls are freed from

the fetters of ravaged bodies which are laid to
rest in a potter’s field.

joint and muscle in him is writhing and scream-

ing for the mercy that it will never get.

LEARNING TO DRIVE
A person’s first attempt at auto-driving comes
but once in a life time (naturally). Only once
is the auto-driver subjected to the horrors,

—RAOUL PSAKI.

a speeding mass of submissive metal. That is—
it is great until something happens—until the
darling little car stops in traffic or stalls on a

steep hill with protecting vehicles to the front

thrills, chills and pleasures of learning to drive.

of it, cars to the rear of it, etc. But into the
valley of humiliaion backed the V8. After all

But, as is the case with many experiences, once

it is a bit embarrassing to hold up anxious com-

is enough—or perhaps too much. A synopsis

muters on the steep hills in town. After an hour
of “red-faced” tinkering in the middle of Main
street at the foot of the hill (with contemptuous

of my own story during this trying period may

explain the startling statement.

cars whizzing past proudly) I called my lovOf course, one must have a teacher to get the

best results. And in order to get the very best
results, I had four teachers. Each had his own
special style of vehicular operation, which was
fine for them. If there had been four of me, I
undoubtedly would be a perfect driver today.

But as it was, they made me what I am today. I
hope they are satisfied. But to get on with the
story. The weary days dragged on and finally

on a clear, unsullied day your own little writer
ventured out on his own. Golly! It makes one
feel important to be controlling the destinies of

able, efficient brother to the rescue. And, of
course, he would have to arrive, calmly take

my place at the driver’s seat and immediately
start the blasted thing. Silently, I rode home,
beaten physically and mentally. But even such
things as that may be lived down. And now, I
am proud to say, fortified with a little more
experience, a little more patience, I am at least
eligible to apply for a driver’s license. Only the
“mentally unsound” clause in the application
stands in the way. Pedestrians, beware!

—ERNEST SHARPE.
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OH,THISIS THEPLACE
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INTHAT FASCINATINGBOOK-*
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1 SEE YOUKNOWWHAT 4,
GOODTOBACCOMEANSTO A
MAN,SIR, JUDGING
BYTHAT
PRINCEALBERT You'RE
SMOKING

P. A. MONEY-BACK OFFER. Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don’t find it the mellowest,
tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the

pocket tin with the rest of the tobacco in it to us at
any time within a month from this date, and we will
refund full purchase price, plus postage. (Signed)
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N.C.
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Book Reviews
CHINESE WOMEN YESTERDAY
AND TODAY

Her third section deals with Chinese women
in the field of literature and art and particu-

By Florence Ayscough

Biographies, for years the principal book of
instruction for Chinese women. Consisting of a
series of tales of famous Chinese women it
serves as a model for all Chinese girls contemplating marriage.

This book, as the title implies, is a highly informative and highly interesting discussion of

the women of China of yesterday and today,
their emotions, their passions, their aims, and
their accomplishments. Relating their history,
which is rent with pathos and tragedy, Mrs.
Ayscough has done more than justice to the
task which she set out to do—to place before
the world the story of the struggle of Chinese
women. Dividing her book into three sections
the author treats in order Chinese Ladies then
and now; the story of Ch’iu Chin, that remarkable women who bridged the stream dividing
the Old World and the New; a discussion of
the Lieh Nu Chuan, the principal book for
the instruction of women for centuries.
Her first section on Chinese Ladies Yesterday
and Today presents an extremely interesting
insight into the customs of ancient China in the
fight waged by Chinese women to break them-

larly with the Lieh Nu Chuan-Series of Women’s

For those interested in poetry of a unique
type Mrs. Ayscough has incorporated throughout her book some remarkable and unusual
examples of Chinese poetry. The poems them-

selves possess a remarkable lilt which when
read aloud produce the sing-song effect of the

Chinese language. This effect might be purely
personal but it was nevertheless particularly
noticeable. The style is one which embodies
a good deal of repetition and the content is
usually one of tragedy, joy, love, or passion.
For reading material in a different vein
“Chinese Women Yesterday and Today” is
worthy of your consideration.

—JACK KEESHAN.

selves from them. We occidentals think very
little of the highly developed culture of ancient
China. Long before our Continent was even
dreamed of, the ancient Dynasties of China
were basking in a culture seldom achieved by
any country of any period. Mrs. Ayscough
treats of childhood, girlhood, marriage, educa-

tion, and the professions as they were and as
they are. Through her experience gathered in
long years of dwelling in China Mrs. Ayscough
has acquired an oriental style which is more
than suitable in carrying the reader back and

forth from China of yesterday to the China of
today.
In the second section of the book Mrs.
Ayscough recounts the life story of Ch’iu Chin,

CORRESPONDENT IN SPAIN
By H. Edward Knoblaugh
For a real “‘inside”’ glance into the maelstrom
that is the Spanish Civil War, ‘Correspondent

in Spain” is indeed a revelation. Written by H.
Edward Knoblaugh, an American newspaper
correspondent for the Associated Press, it
strikingly depicts not only the horror that is
the war but the actions behind the scenes, the
inner workings and subtleties, so deeply hidden
from the eyes of the general public.

the woman who perhaps more than any one

I dare say that there are comparatively few

individual of her sex, did more for the emanci-

ending on the executioner’s block in Shao

people who know the true background of the
present war in Spain. Author Knoblaugh, on
intimate terms with the leading figures of the
Spanish political ring, is well qualified to state
this background, and does so in a most clear

Hsing.

and enlightening manner.

pation and modernization of Chinese women.
The story of this woman is one of triumph and
tragedy beginning in the Shansi Province and

Until it was my
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privilege to read his book, I had no idea that
the pre-war conditions were of such a complicated, monstrous, and beguiling nature.
Having been stationed with the Loyalist
forces, Mr. Knoblaugh can present but one side
of the story, the facts concerning only the
Loyalist side; this however, is in no wise a
detraction, either for the book or for the reader.
On the contrary, it enables one to secure a
clearer and more highly developed idea of the
actual war, since attention is concentrated
within one unit.
If one is in search of a strong criticism of the
methods of the communistic Loyalists, this book

is a convincing argument. Told in an absolutely

failure only by the guiding influence of a gallant wife, Christine, and a happy-go-lucky
disillusioned Denny, with whom he criminally
but safely dynamites the town’s typhoid-laden
sewer after pleas prove unavailing. After advancing to a larger community and a broader
field of work, the young doctor takes great
interest in investigation into causes of respiratory diseases that are most prevalent among
the mining population. In view of his report, he

found himself a place of honor among the leading doctors of the community and in so doing
won for himself his full doctorate. Subsequently, he leaves the mines and goes to Lon-.
don to continue the fostering of his life-long
ideals and ambitions, among better working
conditions with hope in view of discovering

unbiased manner, the very facts, stripped of all

some remedy for the inevitable infirmity of the

propaganda and literary touchings, show the

miner.

ruthless brutality and the insidious forces that

are behind the Loyalist machine. Although the

However, his high ideals are soon drowned
in the craving sea of money; his main goal is a
large practice like his superiors. He, figuratively, goes into a “rut” yet never forgets his
maxim and motto of “never taking anything

relation of the activities may shock many of the
sympathizers and supporters of the Government forces, it proves an eye-opener to those
who are honestly in search of the uncolored
facts.

for granted,” which in the end, with the plead-

To see the land of Spain so ravaged, so completely buried in a very hell of destruction is to

ing and help of his wife and Denny, resolves into
his true realization of the signification of the
medical code.

realize the potential power of dangerous political and social doctrines and religious hatred.
This deplorable condition came upon Spain in
an unbelievably short time. To read this book

controversy over this book. The question is:

is to hope and pray that such conditions may

of the medical profession? Medical men would

not progress further.

probably not answer for fear of being misquoted. However, to laymen and interested
students, I think this book would be an
awakening, an enlightening, it would be a
warning to weigh heavily the responsibilities of

—PAUL WICK.

“THE CITADEL”
By A. J. Cronin
Painting a vivid picture of the “field of

medicine”’ with the brush of medical study and
experience, Dr. Cronin brings to life a young,

daring and intelligent physician along with his
struggles to gain a foothold on the long and

narrow path of the noble medical profession.
This young and conscientious doctor, Andrew

Manson, comes straight from lecture rooms
and textbooks to a mining community in South
Wales to fill the position of assistant to a
paralyzed doctor, employed by mine owners.
His work in the mining district proves almost
unbearable being saved from despondency and
Page twenty-two

There is and probably will be a great deal of
Does it paint a fair and representative picture

the physician and the qualities of the physicianto-be; it would be a reminder to those seeking
medical care to select the right man into whose
hands and experience they place their very
lives.
For American doctors, the main interest of
the novel may lie in the differences of methods
employed in England and the United States;
undoubtedly, it will cause verbal friction in
medical circles. But to all who are interested

in the realistic side of the medical profession,
to all who want to realize that the life of a
doctor is not only a life of pills and chills, I
suggest “The Citadel.”

—JOHN A. WILCOX.
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L. M. PRINCE CO.

FRANK C. SCHULZE

The Dayton Monument Co.

Opticians

Office:
Works:

117 South Ludlow

DAYTON,
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1101 Brown Street (Cor. Frank St.)
Alberta Street at Penn. Railroad
DAYTON, OHIO

Office Phone: FUlton 1362
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Night Phone: FUlton 9423

FUkton 4136

CHAS. R. BROWN

WEILER WELDING COMPANY

Optometrist

METAL FABRICATORS of
Dies, Jigs, Fixtures, Gages, Special Machinery

ADams 7562

and Equipment

1013 BROWN STREET

GENERAL WELDING — PORTABLE OUTFITS
DAYTON, OHIO
318 E. SECOND ST.
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Hollenkamp’s

The Drink of Good Fellowship ...
Good Health . . Good Cheer...
DRAUGHT — BOTTLED

Beer

Olt’s
3

AND

Superba

Dark Cream Ale

We give you the same MELLOW,
RICH, SMOOTH, FULL-BODIED, PURE
BARLEY MALT-HOPPED BEER that
found favor with the experts in the days
gone by.'
Brewed by modern methods, properly
and fully aged, giving OLT’S SUPERBA
BEER an even better tang and zest.

THE FAVORITE BEER OF DAYTON

SODAS

Made in Dayton

In All Assorted Flavors

Nourishing

Healthful

B eer

Refreshing

OLT BROS. BREWING CO.

HOLLENKAMP

20-22 N. McGee St.

PRODUCTS CO.

Dayton, Ohio
+}

ADams 6224
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“FIRST WITH THE LATEST”

Victor Office Cigar

PORK AND BEEF PACKERS
AND SAUSAGE MFGRS.

Stand

Packing House and Office

Headquarters for

FINE PIPES and TOBACCO

235 S. Irwin Street

Gas & Electric Bldg.
25 N. Main St.

+

Henry Burkhardt Packing Co.

DAYTON, OHIO

Government Inspection Est. No. 520

FUlton 0134

+

+
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COLONIAL

KEITH’S

WEEK OF MAY 6 TO 13

WEEK OF MAY 6 TO 13
The ace of all college musicals!

The stars of screen and radio direct from

Hollywood!

Burns & Allen and Martha Raye

The Cabin Kids In Person

in

In a grand all-star revue

“COLLEGE SWING”

“SOUTHLAND”

with
Ben Blue, Edw. Everett Horton, Betty

Screen

Grable and Jackie Coogan

Joe E. Brown

COMING MAY 13

in
“WIDE OPEN FACES”

Ginger Rogers

COMING ON STAGE MAY 13
STEPIN FETCHIT

in

“VIVACIOUS LADY”

&

In Person with all new show

“The Best In Eats”

HARTSHORN
GARDENS

Free Theater Tickets
Win a pair of theater tickets to theaters advertised on this
page.

Easy.

Turtle Soup Our Specialty

RULE:
1.

4

ee

Simply find the headline in advertisement in this

issue of “Exponent” which has alliteration.
2.

Sandwiches
Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer

Free.

DOUBLE “K” CAFE

Members of the faculty will quiz persons on campus
at random. Those able to answer will receive free
tickets.

FINE FOODS
LIQUORS
1810 Brown Street

STRAND
NOW! WEEK OF MAY 6
2nd Great Week!

“IN OLD CHICAGO”
starring

Tyrone Power, Alice Faye and
Don Ameche
Watch for Other Outstanding Hits at the
Strand Theater
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STATE
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, MAY 6 AND 7

Lou Gehrig
in

“RAWHIDE”
SUNDAY AND MONDAY

“EXILED TO SHANGHAI”

TUESDAY THRU THURSDAY
“INTERNATIONAL CRIME”

+

HEAR YE...
HEAR YE...A
ONDERFUL

THE DAYTON
STENCIL WORKS CO.
Steel Stamps—Rubber Stamps
Seals—Badges—Engravings
Stencils
113 E. SECOND ST.
Phone ADams 1432

Dayton, O.

IGh:3!

This Nameplate

Means More Value
For Your Money!
in Refrigerators
Electric Ranges

Cures homesickness,
worry, loneliness.

Commercial
Refrigeration
Equipment

Takes you home in
a jiffy.

Water Coolers
Ice Cream Cabinets

Brings friends and
relatives together.

Air Conditioning

Soothes separated
lovers.

Products of

GENERAL MOTORS
IN DAYTON
+

Annihilates distance.

+

VERY ECONOMICAL TO USE...
THE LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
Annithilates 112 miles..... for 35c
180 miles ..... for 50c

DR. LEON DEGER, ’10

260 miles ..... for 65c

Fidelity Building

300 miles ..... for 70c

Dayton, Ohio

These are NIGHT and SUNDAY
rates for 3-minute calls made by number.

+

THE OHIO BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY

——

Chesterfields are made of
mild ripe tobaccos... rolled in
pure cigarette paper... the best

ingredients a cigarette can have

For You...there’s MORE PLEASURE
in Chesterfield’s milder better taste

Copyright 1938, LiGGetr & Myers ToBacco Co.

